
 

1. (a)The aggregate of people living together in a more or less ordered 
community.(b)The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual achievement 
regarded collectively.(c)The pattern of movement from one resource-gathering area to 
another in a cycle that was followed each year.(d)A paste of dried and pounded meat 
mixed with melted fat and other ingredients.(e)being involved in two tribes.(f)an attempt 
to achieve a vision of a future guardian spirit, traditionally undertaken at puberty by boys 
of the Plains Indian peoples, typically through fasting or self-torture. 
 
2.Culture is defined as the set of learned behaviors and beliefs that characterize a 
society or a people group. It's the tangible and intangible institutions, beliefs, and 
attitudes that make them a people group.A society is a group people.People group up in 
stuff like school and scouts. 
 
3.To get to where the buffalo were and thriving on the grass. 
 
4.They got more food and tools because that's where the buffalo thrived. 
 
5.The tribes fought a lot with other tribes and white men. 
 
6.The connection between the tribes were that the shared same beliefs. 
 
7. There where a lot of wildlife such as bears, elk ,deer, etc. 
 
8.The horses were more powerful and had more mobility that many other tribes never 
achieved. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. One reason is when the europeans came it affect the indian cultures and changed life 
a lot. 
 
2. Hunting for the bison because they used every part of the buffalo so it was pretty 
important. 
 
3. It was important because that's how the tribes got all of the guns and horses. 
 
4. We were not alive back then to count all the people who died. 
 
5. The pros were you could take shots for longer rang.The cons are the guns were alot 
louder making it hard to sneak up to people. 



 

______________________________________________________________________ 
1. One thing that has changed was having cars.Cars have changed life by getting us 
places farther and quicker. 
 
2. Yes diseases like that could still happen one that's still here is cancer.More and more 
people will die. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
1. The reservation that's closest is the Crow. They have not thrived here long.They can 
hunt where we can’t hunt. 
 
2. The names for some towns and mountains are Aashxxua And Awaxaawippiia. 


